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Abstract - The basic idea deals with three-wheel vehicle with a robotic movable hand and a HC-SRO4 ultrasonic sensor to 
determine positional coordinates. It starts near the dustbin, locates the crumbled papers lying on the ground, goes towards the 
object, stops near it, picks it up, comes back near the dustbin and throws it there. And then again repeats the whole process.  
With the launch of "Swatch Bharat Campaign" by our  honorable Prime Minister with much hype in recent times, it is our 
moral obligation as the member of academia community to put in our best possible support to the movement. And hence, to 
do so, here we are with Automatic Arduino Controlled Garbage Collector which is a prototype to what can be a tremendous 
idea to work upon if invested properly.   
 
Index Terms - Arduinio, Uno, L293-D.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the launch of "Swatch Bharat Campaign" by our  
honorable Prime Minister with much hype in recent 
times, it is our moral obligation as the member of 
academia community to put in our best possible 
support to the movement. And hence, to do so, here 
we are with Automatic Arduino[3] Controlled Garbage 
Collector which is a prototype to what can be a 
tremendous idea to work upon if invested properly. 
 
II. REQUIREMENTS 
 
A. Arduino Software 
B. Arduino Board 
C. Ultrasonic Sensor 
D. DC motors 
E. L293D Motor Driver 
F. Servo Motors 
 
III. WORKING PROCEDURE 
 
Here is a step by step proposal which will help us 
achieve the requirements.  
 
A. Working Area  
Initially we select a pre-defined area, say a room 
which may be a quadrilateral or round. The 
detrimental part is that we assume a user defined 
range R shorter than the maximum working range of 
the Ultrasonic sensor and length and breadth . Using 
R, we get an area A (Sector) wherein the vehicle can 
look for the objects( fig1). 
 
We also assume a small circular area, shaded above 
near the dust bin kept in corner which will be used 
when vehicle needs to take a U turn for throwing in 
the bin. (Will be evident in coming steps) 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig-1 

 
B. Starting Point - Position 1  
We name the starting point as posn. 1 as shown in the  
fig - 2. 
 

 
Fig - 2 
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C. Scanning for object 
The vehicle starts moving towards right with 
Ultrasonic sensor[2] trying to sense for objects in 
range. It stops as soon as any object is detected in the 
working area A. Now the vehicle points directly 
towards the object named as posn 2 in the figure 3.   

 
Fig-3 

Let, 
Time taken by the vehicle to move from posn 1 to 
posn. 2 = T1-2. 
(recorded using arduino in built Time.h library[1]) 
D. Going Towards the object 
The vehicle starts moving towards the object while 
continuously keeping record of the distance using 
ultrasonic sensor. It stops just "Hand Clearance (HC)" 
distance short of the object. We take this as posn 3 
(fig - 4). 

 
Fig - 4 

It is to be noted that distance HC is taken as hand 
needs to accommodate its length between the vehicle 
and the object, while picking up the object.  
Let, 
Time taken by the vehicle to move from posn 2 to 
posn. 3 = T2-3. 
(recorded using arduino in built Time.h library) 
E. Picking the object 
A pre-defined function 'pick-up' is called, which 
rotates the servo motors attached at the elbow by 90 
and the  hand goes down. Now the servo attached to 
threads controlling the claws(or fingers) are pulled 
and the object is grabbed. The hand again comes back 
up. 

F. Back near the bin 
The vehicle starts moving exactly backwards for the 
recorded time T2-3. 
If we assume a constant power supply and hence 
constant power supply, it will again be exactly back 
at posn 2 as shown in fig - 5. 

 
Fig - 5 

 
G. Aligning back to posn. 1 
It rotates towards left for time T1-2 to come back at the 
posn. 1 (fig-6). 

 
Fig - 6 

 
H. Facing the dustbin to throw. 
The vehicle takes a turn towards right for time TuTurn , 
resulting in the rotation of 180° and faces the dustbin 

(fig-7). We call this as posn 0.

 
Fig - 7 
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A pre-defined function 'drop' is called which lowers 
the arm and the object is released. 
 
I. Initial position 
It moves towards left for time TuTurn to get back to the 
posn 1 and the process is repeated till the whole 
working area A is covered. 

 
Fig - 8 

 
IV. SUMMARY OF WORKING PROCEDURE 
 
Variable Used: 
 A = area in range of ultrasonic senosr 
 R = range of ultrasonic sensor.  
 T1-2. = Time taken by the vehicle to move from 

posn 1 to posn. 2  
 T2-3. = Time taken by the vehicle to move from 

posn 2 to posn 3 

 TuTurn. = Time taken by the vehicle to turn by 
180° 

Steps involved:  
Step 1:  At initial posn 1. 
Step 2:  Start scanning (moving right). 
Step 3:  Stop at posn 2, facing the object (posn 2) 
Step 4:  Move towards the object till posn 3 
Step 5:  Pick up. 
Step 6:  Reverse and back to posn 2. 
Step 7:  Move rightwards to posn 1. 
Step 8:  U Turn to face the bin. 
Step 9:  Throw. 
Step 10: U Turn till posn 1. 
Step 11: Repeat step 1 to 10. 
Here is a pictorial representation: 

 

 

 
 
V. ALGORITHM/ PSEUDO CODE 
 
Pre-assumed functions/vaiables: 
 

 objDis( ) - sends a ping using ultrasonic sensor     and 
returns the distance of the detected object. 

 timeDiff( ) - takes two times and returns the 
differnce. 

 Functions for vehicle mobility[4]: 
Left( ), right( ) , fwd ( ), bwd ( ), deadStop( ),  
pickUp( ), throw( ), uTurn( ). 
 
//at posn 1 
t_forScan1=now(); //record initial time. 
//start scanning 
while( objDis( ) > range ) 
        right( ); 
     deadStop( ); 
t_forScan2=now( ); //reached posn 2. 
 
T_1_to_2= timeDiff(t_forScan1, t_forScan2); 
//recoding time T1-2. 
 
//at posn 2 
t1=now( ); 
while( objDis( ) >= handClearance)  
      Fwd();                 //moving to 
object 
t2=now( );  
T_2_to_3= timeDiff(t1,t2); 
 
//at posn 3 
pickUp( ); 
bwd( ); 
dealay(T_2_to_3); //keep moving back for T2-3 
 
//at posn 2 
left( );  
delay(T_1_to_2); //keep moving left  for T2-3 

 
//at posn 1 
uTurn( ); 
throw( ); 
uTurn( ); 
 
VI. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
 
Here is the proposed circuit diagram. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
To put it in a nutshell, one can use the immense 
capabilities of AtMega AVRs minxed with the magic 
of Ultrasonic sensor to conjure up some of the most 
amazing ideas aimed to make our lives easier in any 
way possible. And here was our bit of contribution to 
do so. 
(And its the name of the microcontroller used 
onboard Arduino Boards, if you are wondering what's 
that techno jargon concerning AVR out here is). 
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